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Introduction

The relationship of Academic growth and subgroup 

performance with NCLB (2001)

• Academic growth  → AYP
Academic growth is usually assessed by comparing the performance 

of students on the standardized test across years.

• Subgroup performance difference and academic 

growth   → AYP



Theoretical Framework
• Scale Transformation and Equating Method to Detect Academic 

Growth in Previous Research

Moment equating methods (e.g. Keller, et al, 2007)

Test characteristic curve methods (TCC, e.g. Hanson & Béguin, 2002)

Fixed common item parameter methods (FCIP, Paek & Young, 2005)

Concurrent calibration (e.g. Kim & Kolen, 2006)

Stocking-Lord Test Characteristic Curve method → best performance

• IRT models for Mixed Format Test

Grade Response Model (GRM, Samejima, 1969;1996)

2PL model 



Purpose of Study

1. To what extent differential academic growths are captured through 
common equating designs and IRT procedures, as different levels of 
growth occur in various size subgroups.

2. To determine whether the equating approach recovers the person 
ability estimates, as population distribution suppression, or inflation 
is found when subgroup growth occurs across years.

3. To investigate the robustness of the IRT estimation and equating 
methods in population achievement level classification as the 
subgroup growths vary. 



Methods

• Test Form

Item Parameter Source: New England Common Assessment Program 

(NECAP) 2008 8th Grade Math test 

ITEMS:  total : 47 items (64 points) including 38 dichotomous items and 9 

polytomous items (five 3-category items and four 5-category items)

•

• Classification cut-scores

Ability (theta) scale

Raw score cuts: 19, 28, and 48 (NECAP math 2008)



Methods (cont.)
• Simulation design

This research investigates academic growth detection and ability estimate 

recovery in 3 different conditions: 

1. Subgroup proportion of the population (0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5)

2. Subgroup mean growth (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0)

3. Population distribution change  (no changes-normal distributed, 

mean shift, skewness and kurtosis change)

Therefore, three factors are completely crossed: 

4 (subgroup ratio) × 5(subgroup mean growth) × 2(population distribution 

change)

20 conditions, 2 population distribution changes, Total population: 

N=20,000 (M=0, SD=1), 100 iterations



Methods (cont.)

• Condition Table:



Methods (cont.)

• Software: R.12.2.1

• R packages : ‘ltm’(Rizopoulos, 2006) and ‘plink’ (Weeks, 2010)

• IRT models and Equating Method 

Grade Response Model and 2PL model 

IRT true score equating via Stocking-Lord

• Criteria

Measure of Growth (mean differences of subgroup, majority group, total 

population)

Under-Classification and Over-Classification

Under-Classification coefficient   → AYP  (negatively impact)



Results
• Ability Estimates Mean Difference



Results (cont.)

• Over-classification and Under-classification (Example)



Results (cont.)

• Over-classification and Under-classification (Total  Population)



Results (cont.)

• Over-classification and Under-classification (Subgroup)



Results (cont.)

• Over-classification and Under-classification (Majority group)



Findings from previous 3 tables

1. The under-classification and over-classification occur in the null condition. 

2. As the subgroup growth increases, the over-classification proportion 

decreases accordingly. 

3. As the subgroup/total population ratio increases, the over-classification 

proportion decreases as well.

4. As the subgroup growth increases, the under-classification proportion 

increases accordingly. 

5. As the subgroup/total population ratio increases, the under-classification 

proportion increases as well. 



Discussion

• The results suggest that the size of the subgroup population (i.e. large 

subgroup/total population ratio) affects the performance of IRT estimation 

and equating design most, compared with other factors. 

This phenomenon indicates that the non-normal characteristics of the total 

population distribution negatively affect the performance of default IRT 

estimation (i.e. normally distributed population distribution assumption is 

hold) even before the equating approach is applied.

• The size of the subgroup population influences the over-classification and 

under-classification most. 



Discussion (cont.)
• Regardless of the negative effects from the non-normal characteristics of the total 

population distribution, true score equating method via Stocking-Lord scale linking 

approach did play a positive role in recovering the person ability estimates as subgroup 

growth occurs across years. 



Limitation and Future Research Direction

• Multi-group mixed normal distribution simulation



Limitation and Future Research Direction (cont.)

• The weakness of the default IRT estimation when the non-normal population 

distribution characteristics exists

• The prior ability distribution is set as default normal distribution to match 

the circumstance as the usual procedure in state’s large scale assessment.

• Future studies: 

posterior ability distribution updates (Paek & Young, 2005) 

nonparametric IRT approach (Sijtsma, 2002)



Conclusion

• Inappropriate subgroup population sample size selection may raise questions 

as to the appropriateness of the results of equating method academic growth 

detection. 

• It is important to consider the size of subgroup population and the 

distribution of population in the academic growth detection analysis.
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